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Electricity at home - student worksheet

An Introduction to Hydro Tasmania

Hydro Tasmania provides electrical energy for the people of Tasmania, Australia’s island state. 
To understand the word ‘hydroelectricity’, we can break it into its two main parts.

So ‘hydroelectricity’ means ‘electrical energy that is produced by using water’.

Hydroelectric power stations can make electricity by using water to turn large engines (or 
‘turbines’). These turbines make electricity. Hydro Tasmania catches this electrical energy 
and sends it to places where it is needed, to power people’s homes and businesses.
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hydro

The word ‘hydro’ means ‘water’.

electricity

The word ‘electricity’ refers to a 
kind of energy.

+

Lake Gordon and Lake Pedder  
combined create the largest water 

storage in Australia. The Gordon 
Dam wall is 140m high and supplies 

the largest hydro power station in 
Tasmania.

Water from Butlers Gorge Power 
Station drops 290m down these 

pipes to the Tarraleah Power  
Station.
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How does electricity get to our homes?

1. Fill in the blanks with the words from the box to complete this passage.

        

An electrical current coming from a power st _ _ _ _n  to our 

house has to  tr _ _ el on something solid. The most common  

way we guide the p_th of an electrical _ _ _ _ _ _ _  is by using 

_ _ _ _ _ made of metal. The electrons move along these wires 

from the s_ _ rce of the electricity to our _ _ _ _ _ _. Electric  

power lines are m_t_l wires which are held in the air by tall _ _ _ _ _.   

All along the str_ _t, each house is _ _ nn _ c _ _ _ to the power  

lines, so that electrical energy can be guided to them. The power  

lines carry a lot of _ _ _ _ _ _ and if they were touched by a  

h_ _an being, the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  would travel through their 

body, causing death or serious injury. It is important that people  

remember this d_ _ ger. NEVER play around power lines and stay 

away from fallen power poles and cables.

electricity     danger     street     connected     source     houses     human  
energy      path      metal      poles      travel      current      wires      station
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What are some uses for electricity at home?

We use electricity in our homes for all sorts of things. Our comfort and activities at home are 
dramatically affected when the electricity supply is suddenly interrupted or turned off.

2. Have you ever been in a blackout where the electricity supply stops? What things can’t you 
do? Circle CAN or CAN’T for each of these things.

Turn on the lights Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Light a candle Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Use a computer Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Cook in a microwave oven Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Use the toaster Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Read a book using a torch Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Use a gas heater Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Play the guitar Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Watch television Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Eat a piece of fruit Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Go for a drive in the car Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Listen to music on a portable device Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Boil water in an electric kettle Circle one: CAN CAN’T

Turn on the air-conditioner Circle one: CAN CAN’T

From this list, it seems there are a lot of uses for electricity in our homes, right?
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How does a toaster work?

Electrical appliances change electrical energy into other types of energy. One common  
appliance that turns electrical energy into heat energy is a toaster. Wire coils are used to 
trap the particles of energy (electrons). The trapped particles jump around rapidly, causing  
friction which makes them release heat. This heat cooks the bread, turning it into toast.

3. Complete this passage by inserting any missing vowels.

We  pl _ g the toaster into a source of  _l_ctr_c_ty to make it work. 

An electric c_rr_nt  flows into the toaster through the power  

c_rd.  Special w_re coils made of m_t_l slow the el_ctr_ns down.  

The electrons become trapped and jump around trying to  

esc_ pe, causing friction. Because of the tr_ pp_d  electrons, the 

metal gets h_t. The hot wire c_ _l s begin to gl_w brightly and  

the h_ _t energy coming from them c_ _ks the bread, making us 

lovely br_wn toast.

4. Complete the following word equations to summarise how a toaster works.

plug + source of electricity = electrical c_ _ _ _ _ t

wire coils + trapped electrons = h _ _ t energy

heat energy + bread = _ _ _ s _

fr _ _ _ _ _ n = heat energy
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How does a hair dryer work?

5. An electric hair dryer works in a similar way to a toaster. Complete these sentences to 
explain how a hair dryer works.

a). We plug the hair dryer into a source of _______________.

b). Wire coils inside the hairdryer _______  up because of a 

trapped electrical current. 

c). A small fan blows ____  over the hot wire coils. 

d). The air that is moving over the _________ heats up.

e). This hot air ________ out of the hair dryer.
 

6. Draw a diagram of a hair dryer. Label the positions of the wire coils and the fan.
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